DVB-H is developed to broadcast digital videos to mobile handsets, but data loss is a concern due to the wireless broadcasting nature. In this paper, take WiMAX as an IPbased wireless network to recover the loss packets in DVB-H, and take E-WP based on network coding as the encoding packet selection algorithm. Furthermore, a prioritized scheme EWP-PNC based on E-WP packet selection algorithm is proposed. In this scheme, take a base station in WiMAX as encoding node to encode any two packets that meet the encoding and decoding necessary and sufficient condition into an encoding recovery packet according to the current lost packet distribution, and calculate the benefit of each encoding packet to decide the final priority of all encoding packets. The goals of this scheme are to improve the lost packet recovery ratio and reduce the discarded packet ratio. According to the simulation results, the validity of this scheme is proved.
During each frame, the MHs submit their requests of lost packets in Tsub period, while in Trec, The BS broadcasts encoding packets to MHs for recovering lost packets. In addition, each encoding packet has a deadline, if exceed the deadline the lost packets still have not been recovered, they will be discarded. 
Performance Analysis
In this section, the retransmission performance has been compared between the scheme based on network coding and the traditional scheme without network coding by mathematical analysis. The comparison parameter is the average number of retransmission to receive a packet successfully. Suppose LA represents the average number of retransmission without network coding, and LB represents the average number
Lemma 2: When the numbers of receiver is   2 MM , the average number of retransmission based on network coding is:
The encoding gain ratio between these two schemes is defined as:
As shown in the above, when M is bigger, the encoding gain G is bigger, so the retransmission scheme based on network coding is superior to the retransmission scheme without network coding.
EWP-PNC Scheme
EWP-PNC is a prioritized scheme based Weight Pick algorithm for packet recovery, which takes two aspects into consideration, maximize the total number of packets recovered on each MH while minimize the aggregate number of packet discarded due to out of deadline. How to reach these purposes, first the efficient recovery packets selection algorithm is introduced, second the adaptive priority recover scheme highlights the delay constrain of required packets. 
Relative Definitions
    1 , TT M F P P     .
Definition 3:
The upper bound of retransmission is the maximum of retransmission times. In this scheme the upper bound of retransmission is no more than the total number of requested packets.
The Retransmission Packet Selection Algorithm
The packet selection algorithm of this paper, named E-WP is proposed, which combines the major idea of Weight Pick [20] . Especially because the lost packets in DVB-IPDC with high spatial or temporal correlation, and the feasibility of the algorithm in the real application, E-WP is simplified compared with the original Weight Pick algorithm: first the number of combination packets is fixed, the upper bound is 2. Second under the premise of decoding condition, give the priority to the required packet with maximum-weight. Third, the number of retransmission is less than Nq the number of lost packets in the worst case. E-WP can be looked as a special case of Weight Pick. Nq is the total number of lost packets of all MHs.
The main steps of the EWP-PNC algorithm are summarized as follow:
Step1: If the number of original packet is less than 2, directly encode the packets or retransmit the original individually, otherwise go to Step 2.
Step2: Search for two columns in the PSM which can complete decoding. If the searching result is not null, then combine the two columns to an encoding packet. And the rest columns which cannot complete decoding retransmit the requested packet individually. If the searching result is null, retransmit these requested packets individually.
Step3: According to the weighted values, calculate the benefit of the above encoding packets or individual packets, and then based on the size of benefit of these packets, retransmit the encoding packet with the maximum-weight to the MHs. If one packet has been received successfully by all the MHs, each element of the corresponding column is 1, and the column will be deleted from the PSM, then the PSM is updated. Go back to step1.
Step4: If all the lost packets have been recovered by all the receivers, the retransmission procedure is finished.
EWP-PNC
EWP-PNC scheme adopts the packet selected algorithm based on E-WP in order to improve the retransmission efficiency. The corresponding weighted values of each encoding packet are calculated.   ij W P ,C is weighted value which reflects the priority of the coding packet, the value is bigger that the coding retransmission packet has higher retransmission probability to be recovered, where According to the application background, adjust the two factors value. will be undated as , and then delete them from PSM, update PSM. As shown in Table 3 , Search for the PSM1，there are no complete decoding effective columns in PDM1. So retransmit P 2 、P 3 individually. 
Due to this scheme which can dynamic combination number in an encoding packet and dynamic updating packet distributing information, so only in 3 slots all the lost packets can be recovered.
Performance Evaluation
Assume the transmit rate is a constant rate and the error ratio of reception rate at each MH is 30% at every time slot. The ratios of discarded packets is defined as the aggregate number of packets discarded by the scheme over the aggregate number of queried packets by all MHs. Obviously, the lower ratio of discarded packets means the scheme has a better performance since it can alleviate the video data discard. Set Tsub= 10 slots and Trec = 5 slots, and the packet deadline is 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 time slots respectively, right after each Tsub period. The performance comparisons are between EWP-PNC and PNC (Prioritized Network Coding) [21] . Figure. 3, Figure 4 and Figure.5 show that, no matter how the value of  and  change, the discarded packets ratio of HD-PNC always lower than PNC. This is because the packet selection algorithm of this paper is superior to PNC. The encoding algorithm E-HM dynamically determine the encoded packet and update PSM dynamically, in addition the priority scheme can equally treat with the packet recovery priority and time priority, furthermore according to the priority preference, adjust the factors to realize is feasible. 
